While in the lively city of Taipei,

enjoy an extremely relaxing time
originated from Japan.

Taiwan Character×Japan Quality
Replicating the same quality of the

Japanese Mitsui Garden Hotels entirely to Taiwan,
a country replete with enthusiasm,

we provide an extremely calming space.

This hotel, a brand-new landmark in Taipei,

features not only outstanding exterior design,

Moderate Twin

interior design also demonstrates

Taiwan’s beauty, highlighted by many

Taiwanese art creation displayed everywhere.

Both guest room designs and service are held to

Mitsui’s detailed and sophisticated quality standard
to ensure our valued guests have
an unforgettable trip in Taiwan.

Check-in time 15 : 00 / Check-out time 12:00

No. 30, Sec. 3, Zhongxiao E. Rd.,
Da’
an Dist., Taipei City 106, Taiwan (R.O.C.)
TEL：+886-2-2781-1131
https://www.gardenhotels.co.jp/taipei-zhongxiao/

2F Lounge

Large Public Bath

Guest room information
Concept Room

Superior King/Superior Twin【 25.8/28.2㎡ 】
Equipped with cozy beds and a sofa bench for the comfort of your
body and mind, plus a large bathtub, the space creates a peaceful
feeling reminiscent of home.
※Some guest rooms may be furnished diﬀerently

Moderate

Queen【22.7m 2】

With a cozy queen bed, the room will alleviate your travel
fatigue. The space is more than large enough for two, oﬀering
a pleasant travel time.

Deluxe Corner Twin【35.3m 】
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This luxurious room is equipped with beds, sofa bench and a coﬀee
machine, allowing our guests to spend a graceful moment sitting with
comfort on the sofa by the window.

Moderate Balcony

Queen【21.0m 2】

Includes a balcony and a queen bed. Located on a higher
ﬂoor, the room provides you with the opportunity to overlook
Taipei's vivid streets while enjoying a restful stay.

Triple【30.0m 】
2

The room is more spacious compared to other double rooms
and includes double sinks. It is both luxurious and highly
convenient.

Internet Connection

Deluxe King/Deluxe Twin【 28.2/30.0㎡ 】

Even with three beds, the room remains spacious without
giving a crowded feel. Perfect for spending some relaxing
time in tranquility with family and friends.

Complimentar y wiﬁ ser vice are provided the entire hotel and
restaurant Japoli.

好想故郷~Nostalgic~

Junior Suite【 60.4㎡ 】

The design concept was based on ancient private homes in the old city,

The entrance is absolutely private and understated, and the room size
will amaze our guests with ample space exceeding 50㎡ It is a small
paradise tucked away. With its bathroom oﬀering a picturesque view of
Taipei's night scenery and sophisticated interior design, the room
demonstrates a unique travel atmosphere diﬀerent from everyday life.

Moderate

Tainan. All interior decoration and furnishings have been made using

traditional Taiwanese craft. It is a unique room which will connect
people with the memories of their hometown.

好嚮九份~Retro~

Twin【25.1m 2】

Designed with the concept of the spectacular scenery of "Jiufen," the
room highlights a warm atmosphere created by wooden furniture, and

With twin beds and a single seater sofa set, the space is ample
enough for two people to talk about the travelling details
pleasantly and spend a relaxing time together without feeling
the slightest squeeze.

the recreation of illumination by the evening lights in Jiufen, guiding
people into a mysterious and retrospective world.

好饗甜甜~Sweets~

Accessible Queen【25.1m 】

Themed for Taiwanese sweets, every corner of this room is camera-worthy.
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Colorful decorations and exquisite furniture further spice up the travel

Open, large spaces are designed for both the room and its
bathroom, so all valued guests including wheelchair users
and elderly people can stay unworried.

Amenities and facilities

●
●
●

experience in Taiwan for every valued guest.

Toothbrush set

●

Comb

●

Razor

●

Shower cap

●

Shampoo

●

Cotton pads & Hair ties

●

Conditioner

●

Coﬀee

●

Shower gel

※Room sizes provided herein are estimates calculated with center lines of walls between the inter pipelines taken into account, and rounded down to the second decimal place. ※Please pay the accommodation fee upon check-in.

●

Tea

Mineral water
Nightwear

Restaurant & Bath

Restaurant

Male Large Public Bath

Restaurant

JAPOLI pizza pasta cafe Xinsheng Store【1F】

The Italian restaurant“JAPOLI”located on the 1st ﬂoor oﬀers all kinds of food options in the buﬀet breakfast
from local Taiwanese food, JAPOLI specialty Italian cuisine to traditional Japanese breakfast.

Using fresh ingredients sourced locally and prepared with Japanese cooking methods, original Taiwanese dishes
are created to allow all our valued guests to enjoy an unforgettable breakfast time.

Information
Breakfast
Tel. No.

Location
Opening
Hours

Number of
Seats

Large Public Bath【17F】

The top ﬂoor has an enormous bath, which is rare among hotels in Taipei. As you watch the sky

garden and Taipei’s street scenery outside the window, enjoy a little rest time and wash away all
the tiredness from the trip while basking in a relaxing vibe.

● Opening Hours …06:00~10:00・15:00~24:00

※Please bring your key card and towel, and wear indoor slippers while heading for the Large Public Bath.

Buﬀet Style 660 NTD (Service fee and tax included)

※Free for children under 5, half price for children from 6 to 12 years old.

+886-2-8772-3777
1F
Breakfast
Lunch-Dinner

06：30〜10：30

（Last order at 10：00 ）

11：30〜22：30

（Last order at21：30 ）

Indoor Seats
Breakfast:76seats
Lunch-Dinner:100seats

Outdoor Seats

２0seats

※The food and the ser vice hours are subject to changes. Your understanding would be ver y much appreciated.

Female Large Public Bath
Powder Room

Female Large Public Bath

Location & Access Map
Within a 3km radius, there are many main tourist attractions. Whether you have come for
tourist or business purposes, the location and transport are very convenient.
Dihua Street

Get to
Taoyuan
International
Airport

Taoyuan Airport
MRT

Zhongshan Taipei Main Station Area

Oﬃce of
the President
Lungshan
Temple

BL
15

�

Huashan 1914
Creative Park

Zhongxiao East Road Area

Zhongxiao Xinsheng
Station

Chiang Kai-shek
Memorial Hall

MRT BL

Approx. 2 mins

BR
10

Songshan Cultural and
Creative Park
Eslite Bookstore

Taipei City Hall
Station
Xinyi District

Exit 3

Taoyuan
Airport MRT

Taipei
Main
Station

Taipei Main
Station

Approx. 8 mins

BR
13

Taoyuan
International
Airport

Ximending

Nanjing East Road Songjiang Area

MRT BR

Approx. 40 -55 mins

A12

Taipei 101

30 seconds
on foot

MRT BL

BL
14

Approx. 4 mins

A1

A13

Exit 3

MGH Mitsui Garden Hotel
Taipei Zhongxiao

Xingtian Temple Station

Zhongxiao Xinsheng
Station

Taipei Songshan Airport

Zhongxiao
Fuxing
Station

Taipei
Songshan
Airport

Hsin Tian Kong

Taipei MRT connects Taipei Songshan Airport with Taoyuan International Airport,
so you can travel with comfort and ease of mind.

BL
12

Yongkang
street

Please check here for a detailed map. Go to Google Maps

!

click

～ Popular tourist attractions easily accessible from the hotel ～
● Huashan 1914 Creative Park ・
・
・Around 10min walk from the hotel

Former historic site renovated into an establishment of fashion,
histor y and commerce, this place is lively with highlights such as
delicious foods, shopping and art creations.

● Dongmen ・
・
・
・
・
・
・
・
・
・
・
・
・
・
・
・
・
・
・
・
・
・ 1 station away from the hotel by MRT

A popular attraction lined with all kinds of delicious foods and
grocer y stores.

● Hsin

Hotel Information

Restaurant

Lounge【2F】

JAPOLI pizza pasta cafe Xinsheng Store
【1F】
Breakfast・
・
・
・
・
・
・
・
・
・
・
・06：30〜10：30

●

●

Lunch-Dinner・
・
・
・11：30〜22：30

●

●

TEL：+886-2-8772-3777

●

（Last order at 10：00）
（Last order at21：30）

Opening Hours
8：00~23：00

A space for hotel guests to
unwind and take a break.

Large Public Bath【17F】
●

Opening Hours … 6：0 0 ~10：00
15:00~24：00

Tian Kong・
・
・
・
・
・
・
・
・
・
・
・
・
・
・
・ 2 stations away from the hotel by MRT

It is one of the famous traditional temples in Taipei.

● Ximending ・
・
・
・
・
・
・
・
・
・
・
・
・
・
・
・
・
・
・
・
・
・ 3 stations away from the hotel by MRT

Also known as the “Taiwanese Harajuku,” it is a famous shopping
place with an energetic vibe highly popular among the young
generation.

Check-in time 15 : 00 / Check-out time 12: 00

No. 30, Sec. 3, Zhongxiao E. Rd., Da’
an Dist., Taipei City 106, Taiwan (R.O.C.) TEL：+886-2-2781-1131
https://www.gardenhotels.co.jp/taipei-zhongxiao/

